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MAGNETIC FIELD DRAPING ABOUT CORONAL MASS EJECTA

D.J. McComas and J.T. Gosling

Los Abmos NatlonaB Laboratory
Los Akaos, ~hi 87545

Abstract

Fast coronal mass ejects (CMES) accelemte and deflect ths
which Diles UD ahead of them as they twooaRate out through t} e

dower moving solar wind plasma
heliosphere. This acceleration and

deflection, in” turn, causes the inte~l&e&r~ magnetic fieid (1 MF) iml%dded in the upstream solar
wind to drape cbour the ejects. Draping should cnuse substantial out-of-the-ecliptic magnetic
fields at some locations ahead of CMES, and radial fields behind and along the flanks. At the
W, draping can be an important factor m the generation of some magnetic storms and
Substorrns, while in the outer heliosphere draping may produce very large magnetotail-like
configurations, somewhat analogous ta those observed behind Venus and comets.

Introduction

Over the past three deactes rna8netic field draping has &en identified at numerous bodies
throughout the sok symem. hpin8 is responsible for the magnetotails at Comet Giacobini-Zinner
[e.g., Slavin et al., 1986; McComas et al,, 1987a] and Venus [e.g., Russell et al., 1981; McComas et
al., 1985], the avera#e field configumtion in the terrestrial magnetoaheath [e.g., Luhmann et al.
1984; Crooker et al., 1985], the deflection of the termatrml magnetotail lobe field (traveling
compressional reuions) during the -e of plumoids down the tail [Slavin et RI., 1984], and the
bendinR of the JoviM magnetic field about 10 [e.g.. Acuna et al., 1981 and referent- therein].

M.ag~etic field dtapin~ is caused by dow{ns-
and divtmion of a magnetized plasma in the
regiats surrounding ~etized and conducting
Obstacles. For example, the very hi~h aola.r
wind electrical conductivity [e.g., Parker, 1958]
requirm thm the solar wmd plaama ●nd lMF be
submn[ia.lly excluded from the magnetoaphems
md ionosphere of planeo and comets. Draping,
as it wcurs at Venus, is shown schematically in
Fi~ure 1. The draped field Iinm ●re projectad
into the plane defined by the upatreatn solar
wind flow velocity and IMF vectors, and puaing
throu~h the center of the planet. l%e
magnetized solar wind piles up u~tmun from
thd planet cauaing pmaurw Sradienm which act
KO 410w, comprnm, and deflect this Plama.
Mua.nwhile, far from the planet, the plumm
flow alon~ unimpsdti. The valocity sham
batvWeIi

‘%0
netka.lly linked parcela of plum,a

width Oxp, nce d.iff~ amOuata Of SiOWht8

ad deflectkn caum the irnbdded flold to
bacome drnnd about tlw obtacle. Uhimatolv.

‘\\\

‘\

\!W , ‘, x

Fig. 1. Mq.notic fhld dmping at Venus
pro@ted Into the phno dofitwd by the upatmun
wlu wind volochy vector and lMF, and ~ing
through the canter of the planet. From
McCotMR ●t al. [1986)

tho hung-up fkabd sl!pa ovor and undar tho pl&et (into and out of the Me in Fj~ure 1) and into
tha flra~d ~totdl.

Coronat ntasa ●ju.ctiona (CME?) are erupdom of m
‘3

notld coronal and chromoapheric material
whkb propn@ta out Into intarphomry O- u dis net ~notic structures. CMES have been
obaarvod w!th coronn$tmphs w tha limb of the sutt for many yeara [e.#., Hundhausen et al., 1904,
and refemttca ttih], ad cm oft9n b diath8u&had in interplanetary data at 1 AU by their
amomdoua comtxdtion, tbamaJ. phase x, Md fk~ ~i IMWMS (-, for example. Goslin Ot al,
[19$7s, b] awl mfamx= Uwmh) T’h Wty high ●k & \1 conductivity both within CM s and
u~ prwmnta my uukwmnthl inmrp.mwtntlon of t- tnunoticdly distinct resions, Therefore,



when a fast CME plows out through slower
moving solar wind, the upstream plasma is
accelerated and diverted away from its path
causing draping of the imbedded upmeam IMF.

This brief paper summarizes our two previous
studies on the subject of IMF draping about fast
CMES: Goding and McComas [ 1987] which
concentmted on draping about CMES as a source
of out-of-the-ecliptic magnetic fields at I AU,
and therafore geomagnetic activity, and
McComm et al. [1987b] which examined
magnetic field d~ing about fast CMES in the
outer hdiosphere where draping should lead to
large rnagnetotil-like structures.

Field Draping Near 1AU

We calculate the draped IMF configuration
atxmt fam CM= by determining the Iocatioas on
the 3un from which quiescent upatremt ~olar
wind and fast CMES originated. All field lines
initially to the west of the CME origin location
are asaumed to remain hung-up on the CME.
At least near I AU and beyond, magnetic flux is
expected to remain hung-up on CM= for ● long
tires due to 1) the l-e size and expanaion of
the CME as it propag.atea out from the sun, and
2) the relatively small ttanaveme flow speeds
Eenerallv otxerved umtremn from such bodies

.

Fig. 2. Idealized sketch, in the solm equatorimi
plane, of IMF drapin8 about a 600 km S-l CME
(croaa-hatched) in a 400 km $-1 solar wind ❑-
I AU. From Gosling and McComas [ i987].

~ear I AU. The raaulmnt draped configuration can then lM qualimtively drawn in an ecliptic plane
cut, as is done in Figure 2 for a 600 km s-’ CME at 1 AU in z 400 km s-i backg~ound solar wind
nOw

\

Fis. 3. Ida.liti sketch, in a solar rnoridimnl
plane, illu@tratin8 tho nofih-south draping of a
Purely radid IMF about m fast CME. From
Goalint and McComma [1987].

Figure 3 shows the expected draping of u
purely radial upstream IMF about a fast CME
near I AU in a solar meridional plane.
Acceleration and deflection of the solar wind
plasma ahead of the Chi E causes the radial
component of the IMF to draw away from [he
center of the CME u <howrt. Noto that
dmping of !M radial component of the IN4F
can cause substantial northward and southward
~ upatremn from a CME, [n addition,
dm.ping of the rratwvema component of tha
u~meam IMF can also yield enhanced Bx
componenm a< the hung-up fiakl lint’ are
-id away i )m the center of the CME. In
#onem.1, drmtwd conf!curmtions m-e topolo~ically
complicated, mtd the draped fie!d at any
Iuatiun within the compressed ●mbient Plaama
upmream fmn Q (2ME ti~pend.s upon both of
those cffectY. In actual o~ervat;ons, dtapin~
may oftefi be partially mackad by fluctuations
●head of such bodies,

Intorvab of southwmrd I.MF am stronsly
comlmad with intervals of enltamed
gcomqnetic activity (see, Baker et al. [1984],
ad referencao therein), -rhW, t!lo Rbove
d-ion Iuwaw.a that IM7 draping ubout fast
CMES can be an i!nnmrmnt sourca of



geomagnetic activity. This factor is, in principal, predictive, since the average draping pattern
about C?YIEScan be modeled and the source regions can often be interred from disk observations.

ISEE-3 plasma and magnetic field data (near- 1
AU) for the passage of a CME on August 29-30,
1979 are displayed in Figure 4. The CME has
been identified primarily by a bidirectional
electron heat flux signature, but is also
characterized by low ion temperatures and a
relatively smooth magnetic field rotation. Note
that the compr~ed, draped region between the
shock and the CME conmh a prolonged
interval of strong southward lMF. lo addition,
the field in the leading portion of the CME is
also strongly southward. We suggest that the
largest geomagnetic storms are often asociamd
with the passage of fast CMES where draping
produces southwnrd fields in the plowed-up
region ahead of the CR@ md where [he
internal field in the compressed leading portion
of the CME is also oriented southward at the
location of the Earth as shown in Figure 3. In
fact, the disturbance displayed in Figure 4 did
produce a lqe geomagnetic storm and ●ll of the
l~rge geomagnetic storms in the 1978-1979 era
were associated with the passage of fast CMES
[Gosling et al., 1987a].

Fhld lhapl~g in the Outer H.llosphora

Beyond I AU dtmping effem should become
incretuingly pronounced u a CME continues to
plow up the ●mbient IMF which is increuingly
tmnsvenely oriented, Fi~ure 5 displays our
calculated draping ot’ the quiescent spin’ lMF
(300 km S-l solar wind) about a 800 km S-l
CME at -9 AU in the ecliptic plane. While
CME speeds of 800 km s-’ and tibove are not
common at I AU, they have been obser~’ed [e.g.,
Gosling et ai., 19871]. For lower relative
velocities btween the CME and the upstream
sr l~r wind, the expec:ed field draping is
qualitatively similar, but Iesa pronounced than
thst shown.

Note [hat draping produces relatively radial
field orientmiotu along the flanks of fast outer
heliospheric CMES. Sunwwct from such CMES
(he field (duhed) should also be relatively
radial. The field within the rarefied r-ion
behind such CMEB presumably encountered the
CMES neu their tops and bottom, became
hung-up on the CME for a short while, ●nd
then slipped past ~% CME (in a manner similar
to that at Venus, Fi~ure I). For very (au
CMES, u shown in Fi~ure 5, drapin~ should
produce a tm.h-like confi~umtion which
rewmblet the dtapad rn.unototail ● Venus;
however, in contrast to fhc Vonut -. this
‘dmped ~netotdl= h a wbdth awl Icntth of
savaral AU and polnt9 bmck to-m! the tun
rather tlmu avmy from h.

fk5s
yu : 1-–—n--’’---++

Figm 4. WE-3 solar wind plasma and field
Omm.tnereta for AugLUt 28-30, 1979. Note tho
intend of strong southwud Bz in the dmpd
-ion between the shock (dashed line) and tha
leading edge of the CME (first solid line). From
Goslin# and McCocnu [1987].
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Fit. 5. laid sketch, in the #olu eqmtorial
plan., of IMF dmpin~ about s MN) km ~-’ CME
in ● 3M km B-’ tikground Iolar wind near 9
AU. From McComu ●t s1. [1987 b].



In light of our expectations of field draping about CMES in the outer heliosphere, we examined
-5800 one-hour averaged magnetic field vectors from the JPL magnetometer onboard Pioneer 1I
coveling the interval from May 5, 1978 (6.9 AU) through the end of 1979 (9.4 AU). This data set
contains numerous examples of large scale fluctuations superposed on the average field variations
[e.g., Smith and Barnes, 1983]. While the majority of the field enhancements preceded by
interplmetmy shocks at these large distances are associated with corotating stream interaction
regions [~.g., Smith and Wolfe, 1979], tsartsient structures are also observed.

Figure 6 displays the magnetic fieid 5 1
observations for May 9-29, 1978 (-7.0 AU). ; ,-
The top panel shows the total field strength : _ ~;
while the lower two panels display angles which Z ‘z ,. /P\ 1

.T ,. \ .

are approximately the out-of-the-ecliptic angle
(delta) and the spirn.1 angle (phi) of the field. In
the region 6.9 AU < R < 9.4 AU, the ncmmed
IMF spiral angles in the solar equatorial plane
are within 10° of the transverse direction (phi =
+/- 90°~, so that regions where phi is mmr 0°
and +/- 180° constitute substantial deviations
from the average configuration. Over the nearly
two years of data examined, only -18% of the
phi values were within +/-45° of 0° or +/- 180°,
and only -7% were within +/-20° of these
values.

As shown in Fi8ure 5, compressed,
transversely oriented fiekis should be expected
in rho plowed-up regions ahead of fast CMES,
while extended regions of roughly mdial fields
should be exoected in the draped regions along
the flanks and behind. The field structure
displayed in Figure IS u quite consistent with the
passage ~f ●n interpla.nemry shock (- 12N on day
13 I ), a compressed, transversely oriented region

~: ;~
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Fig, 7. Same format as tlw last figure, oniy this
rime for JutM 16-30, 1970 (7.2 AU). This
si~nature is consistent with the paaaaga oi a
CME which hu airmdy siowed to th~
backqrmmd sofar wind sped. From McComas
et ?1. [ 1967b].
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Fig. 6. Pioneer 11 magnetic field data for May
9-29, 1978 (7.0 AU). The structure shown
displays all the expected signatures ~f the
paas8ge of a large, fast CME and the dmped
field about ‘t (sue text). From McComas et ●l.
[1987 b].

of ambient magnetic f~eld (days 131- 133), and
a fast CME (days 133- 136). [n the region
following the passage of the CME (days
137- 149) the field magr itude is depressed
below the upstream, unshcw~ed value, and the
f’ield orientation points alternately in ro~~hly
the radial and anti -radl~ ~ directions for
extended periods. Finaily, fiuctua~ions
superpose substantial tine structure onto actual
field observations such as those shown in
Figure 6.

Figure 7 displ~ys a similar set of mrngnetic
field plots for the interval from days 167-131,
1978 (7.2 AU). Whiie no interplanetary shock
is observed at the start of the event, a field
strength enhancement is observed (days
169- 171), followed by a long and unusual
interval of relatively radial fieldy (d~y$

171- 179). Such a signature is cunsisrent with
that expected for a CME which is no longer
Mving faster than the ambient solar wind, but
rather is co-traveling outward with draped
JMF which it secreted further in in the
heliosphere.



Summary

The verv length and nature of this brief paper has precluded the discussion of numerous important
aspects of magnetic field draping about fast CMES. The interested reader is urged to examine the
more complete papers [Gosling and McComas, 1987; McComas et al., 1987b] on which this summary
was based. In any case, the work described here indicates that 1) magnetic field draping about fast
CMES at 1 AU can contribute to the production of prolonged intervals of southward Bz, and
therefore also, geomagnetic storms and substorms, and 2) magnetic field draping about fast CMES
farther out in the heliosphere can cause huge, draped magnetotail-like structures and substantial
intervals of relatively radial fields.
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Wind 6 conference and M.F. Thorosen for suggestions on this manuscript, We thank the Pioneer 11
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